Bed Bug Treatment
Preparation Checklist
NOTE: Customer must follow and complete all preparation guidelines. Failure to do this
will hinder the treatment and also void the guarantee of the Bed Bug Service. The home
will have to be 100% prepared before treatment is performed. If home is not to that
status technician has the right to refuse the start of service or any service visits
thereafter.

TO DO:
 Vacuum all floors throughout the home thoroughly.
 Remove all outlet and light switch plates in living rooms and bedrooms.
 Remove all clothes hanging in closet or in dressers. These clothes and
linens will have to be dried before being brought back into the home.
These can be placed in bags or plastic totes.

 There can only be 3 to 5 bags in each bedroom or living room. This

allows space for the technician to treat dressers beds furniture. All the
remaining bags need stored in basement, garage or some other area
where treatment isn't taking place.

 All items need to be completely removed from the top of the dressers,
nightstands, end tables, coffee tables, etc.

 All beds are to be removed of bed linens. Please remove the dust cover
that is located on the bottom side of the box springs if you have one.

 If there are any mirrors attached to dressers these need to be removed
and leaned against the wall.

 All items need removed from the walls: pictures, decorations, etc.
 If there is a extreme infestation in a particular room or whole house, carpet
needs to be pulled off tact strip and pulled away from the walls.

Finally, once the home is 100% prepped it is to remain in that status for 3 weeks or
until home is cleared of bedbugs.

WARNING: Failure to comply and keep house prepped during
treatments will void the warranty.
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